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1 In this  volume,  Jean-Pierre Dozon has  brought  together a  number of  articles  he has
published in the last thirty years. The ambition, above and beyond making them more
widely available, is to reflect on the evolution of African Studies in France by means of his
fieldwork experience. The author is well known for his work on Côte d’Ivoire, where he
has done research since the seventies, and it is to this country that he returns time and
time again in these articles. He has done fieldwork on agricultural development and on
illness, which brings a wider framework to the detailed anthropology of the Bété region
in Côte d’Ivoire, for which he is best known. This book is an attempt to bring this vast
research experience to bear on the issue of what Africanist work entails and why it needs
to be self-reflective.
2 The book is divided into four parts: one on ethnicity in its local context, which focuses on
the author’s fieldwork area in the Bété region; another on the experience of wet rice
agriculture in Côte d’Ivoire; the third on health, including a history of French colonial
efforts at fighting sleeping sickness and the more contemporary question of HIV/AIDS;
and the last on the origins and significance of prophetic cults in Côte d’Ivoire. There is no
connection  between  these  four  parts  but  the  author  provides  for  each  a  short
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introduction that attempts to connect some of the questions raised in each part to the
overall issue of Africanist scholarship.
3 Each part is interesting in itself and most, although not all, of the articles deserve re-
publication. While some of the early articles are obviously dated in terms of the broadly
Marxist approach taken, the author has always been careful to let the material speak for
itself so that the interpretations provided are still of interest today. One will read with
profit the discussion on ethnicity, belonging and identity in Côte d’Ivoire. Indeed, some of
the pieces written before the civil  war are quite prescient on the dangers facing the
country as it began to tear itself apart through a crass instrumentalisation of identity.
4 But  perhaps  the  two  most  interesting  series of  articles  are  those  that  concern  the
continuities and contrast between the colonial and post-colonial approaches to illness
and the discussion of  the politics  of  prophetic  agitation.  Here the author’s  historical
knowledge  and  his  knowledge  of  the  terrain  combine  to  offer  the  reader  a  subtle
appreciation of questions that are all too often discussed in simplistic terms. And both are
very relevant to the contemporary world.
5 Leaving aside the limitations of volumes of this ilk, such as repetition, it might have been
useful to open and close the book with two specially-written essays on the obstacles faced
by Africanist scholarship over the decades since independence. The concluding chapter as
it stands (also a reprint) does not serve that purpose. This would have helped place the
chapters in appropriate intellectual context and would have focused attention of how
Africanist  writing cannot  but  help being political.  Nevertheless,  this  is  a  worthwhile
addition to the literature both because it  brings together some of Dozon’s important
articles and because it provides a useful point of entry for questions that are still relevant
today.
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